The Grade 5/6 Team Weekly Newsletter
This week’s newsletter is proudly brought to you by Grayson and Breeanna.

What’s been happening in the 5/6 Team this week?
Writing: We have been having a look at information texts this week. The information
texts we wrote this week were about the game of Ga-Ga. Our information reports had
to have an introduction, body and conclusion.
Maths: In maths we all had a test on Tuesday to test how well we know our maths! It
was about what we have been learning this term.
Reading: In reading this week we did well… reading! Read to self, someone or the
teachers. After reading we had to make a 20 word summary, or a ‘Two Dollar
Summary’ where each word is worth ten cents! Our Two Dollar summaries were a lot
shorter than the original text.
Art: In art this week we have been making some Alice in Wonderland props and also
the backgrounds.
Science: In science we have been focusing on how objects change in the presence
of different substances.
PE: In Phys. Ed some students have been practicing for athletics day while other
students did some regular sport.
Class Meetings: This week we have talked about many items on the agenda such as:
the ‘Car Park’, PJ day and the Alice in Wonderland production. Plans for the kiosk are
going well. We will have lolly bags for $1, bottles of water for $2 and we will work out
how much to sell juice boxes for when we know how much they will cost us to buy.
Alice in Wonderland: This week we will be having a dress rehearsal on Friday so that
we will have some idea about what it will be like on the real nights. This could be
interesting for us!

Have you subscribed to our class blog?
The address is http://upps56team.global2.vic.edu.au.
Look for the ‘Subscribe’ option on the right hand side
and type in your email address.

Grade 5/6 Class Bank
Account
Target: $1000
Current Total: $660.55
Still to Earn: $339.45

Latest Post: Jolly Journalists

Term Three Events:
Alice in Wonderland Stall
and Pyjama Day

Reminders:
Nurse Jenny on 9th & 10th Sept.
Athletics Day on 4th Sept.

Congratulations to The Children who visited
WSC College for Transition visits, Chelsea,
Mitchell and Katilyn for getting this week’s
awards.
Well Done!

Camp Lost
Property

We still have some ‘Global UPdate’ magazines
for sale. See us if you would like to buy one!

We have some left
over items from
camp. Do you
recognise any of
these things?

Happy Birthday to Natasha YAY!!!
Happy 12th Birthday!

Each week we will be asking people from our class a question and
sharing their answers with you. This week we asked
…

What has been your highlight of the week?

W.S.C.
excursion
on
Wednesday

When we
went to
W.S.C.

Having only half
the school on
Wednesday
when everyone
else was on
excursions.

Playing sport
for 2 hours
on
Wednesday.

The
W.S.C.
excursion.

Thanks for reading, from The 5/6 Team! Email newsletter suggestions and feedback to upps56team@gmail.com 

